HEADQUARTERS AIR FORCE PERSONNEL CENTER
For official policy guidance, refer to AFI 36-2903,
Dress and Personal Appearance of Air Force Personnel

MALE BLUES UNIFORMS
OFFICER LONG SLEEVE WITH TIE
Center name tag on (but not over) edge of right pocket
Optional Epoxy blue name tag may be worn
Ribbons are optional. If worn, all ribbons and devices must be worn
Center ribbons resting on (but not over) edge of left pocket between the left and right edges
Members are highly encouraged to wear their current occupational badge
Wear only midsize or regular occupational badges, do not mix sizes
Center Chaplain, Aeronautical, Space and occupational badges 1/2 inch above
ribbons (if worn) or 1/2 inch above the wearer's left pocket. Center additional
badge 1/2 inch above the first badge
NOTE: No more than two badges in this position
Center duty or miscellaneous badge on lower portion of left pocket between left
and right edges and bottom of flap and pocket, and/or on right pocket between left
and right edges and bottom of flap and pocket
Missile badge is only worn centered on left pocket
The second badge will be worn on the wearer’s right in the same relative position
as the badge worn on the wearer’s left, between the left and right edges and
bottom flap and pocket. If authorized, center a third badge 1/2 inch above the
name tag
Excellence-In-Competition badge is worn centered on top edge of left pocket flap
COMMAND INSIGNIA: Worn on wearer's right side. Current commanders wear
insignia centered, 1/2 inch above the name tag. If authorized, graduated
commanders wear insignia centered, 1/2 inch below the name tag. The Air Force
Command Insignia is mandatory
Place shoulder mark insignia as close as possible to shoulder seam
Necktie is mandatory. Tie tack or tie clasp (Air Force symbol, grade insignia or
wing and star) is optional. If worn, center between bottom edge of knot and bottom tip of tie. Tip of tie must cover a
portion of the belt buckle but cannot extend below the bottom of belt buckle
Individuals, at their discretion, may sew down pockets but no local policy will be established to make it mandatory
The total number of badges worn will not exceed four. The commander's insignia does not count as one of the four
badges.
Chaplain, aeronautical, space, cyberspace and missile operations badges are mandatory, others are optional.
The Men’s Service Cap (Wheel Cap) is mandatory for Majors and above to maintain and optional for all others for
wear.
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OFFICER SHORT SLEEVE WITH TIE
Center name tag on (but not over) edge of right pocket
Optional Epoxy blue name tag may be worn. Ribbons are optional. If worn, all ribbons and devices must
be worn.
Center ribbons resting on (but not over) edge of left pocket between the left and right edges. Members
are highly encouraged to wear their current occupational badge. Wear only midsize or regular
occupational badges, do not mix sizes.
Center Chaplain, Aeronautical, Space and occupational badges 1/2 inch above ribbons (if worn) or 1/2
inch above the wearer's left pocket. Center additional badge 1/2 inch above the first badge
NOTE: No more than two badges in this position
Center duty or miscellaneous badge on lower portion of left pocket
between left and right edges and bottom of flap and pocket, and/or on
right pocket between left and right edges and bottom of flap and pocket
Missile badge is only worn centered on left pocket
The second badge will be worn on the wearer’s right in the same relative
position as the badge worn on the wearer’s left, between the left and right
edges and bottom flap and pocket. If authorized, center a third badge 1/2
inch above the name tag
Excellence-In-Competition badge is worn centered on top edge of left
pocket flap
COMMAND INSIGNIA: Worn on wearer's right side. Current
commanders wear insignia centered, 1/2 inch above the name tag. If
authorized, graduated commanders wear insignia centered, 1/2 inch
below the name tag. The Air Force Command Insignia is mandatory
Place shoulder mark insignia as close as possible to shoulder seam
Necktie is optional. Tie tack or tie clasp (Air Force symbol, grade insignia
or wing and star) is optional. If worn, center between bottom edge of knot
and bottom tip of tie. Tip of tie must cover a portion of the belt buckle but
cannot extend below the bottom of belt buckle
Individuals, at their discretion, may sew down pockets but no local policy will be established to make it
mandatory
The total number of badges worn will not exceed four. The commander's insignia does not count as one
of the four badges.
Chaplain, aeronautical, space, cyberspace and missile operations badges are mandatory, others are
optional.
The Men’s Service Cap (Wheel Cap) is mandatory for Majors and above to maintain and optional for all
others for wear.
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OFFICER SHORT SLEEVE WITHOUT TIE
Center name tag on (but not over) edge of right pocket
Optional Epoxy blue name tag may be worn
Ribbons are optional. If worn, all ribbons and devices must be worn
Center ribbons resting on (but not over) edge of left pocket between the left and right edges
Members are highly encouraged to wear their current occupational badge
Wear only midsize or regular occupational badges, do not mix sizes
Center Chaplain, Aeronautical, Space and occupational badges 1/2 inch above ribbons (if worn) or 1/2 inch above the
wearer's left pocket. Center additional badge 1/2 inch above the first badge
NOTE: No more than two badges in this position
Center duty or miscellaneous badge on lower portion of left pocket between left
and right edges and bottom of flap and pocket, and/or on right pocket between left
and right edges and bottom of flap and pocket
Missile badge is only worn centered on left pocket
The second badge will be worn on the wearer’s right in the same relative position
as the badge worn on the wearer’s left, between the left and right edges and
bottom flap and pocket. If authorized, center a third badge 1/2 inch above the
name tag
Excellence-In-Competition badge is worn centered on top edge of left pocket flap
COMMAND INSIGNIA: Worn on wearer's right side. Current commanders wear
insignia centered, 1/2 inch above the name tag. If authorized, graduated
commanders wear insignia centered, 1/2 inch below the name tag. The Air Force
Command Insignia is mandatory
Place shoulder mark insignia as close as possible to shoulder seam
Necktie is optional. Tie tack or tie clasp (Air Force symbol, grade insignia or wing
and star) is optional. If worn, center between bottom edge of knot and bottom tip
of tie. Tip of tie must cover a portion of the belt buckle but cannot extend below
the bottom of belt buckle
Individuals, at their discretion, may sew down pockets but no local policy will be
established to make it mandatory
Individuals, at their discretion, may sew down pockets but no local policy will be established to make it mandatory
The total number of badges worn will not exceed four. The commander's insignia does not count as one of the four
badges.
Chaplain, aeronautical, space, cyberspace and missile operations badges are mandatory, others are optional.
The Men’s Service Cap (Wheel Cap) is mandatory for Majors and above to maintain and optional for all others for
wear.
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ENLISTED LONG SLEEVE WITH TIE
Center name tag on (but not over) edge of right pocket
Optional Epoxy blue name tag may be worn
Ribbons are optional. If worn, all ribbons and devices must be worn
Center ribbons resting on (but not over) edge of pocket between the left and right edges
Members are highly encouraged to wear their current occupational badge
Wear only midsize or regular occupational badges, do not mix sizes
Center Chaplain, Aeronautical, Space and occupational badges 1/2 inch above
ribbons (if worn) or above the wearer's left pocket
Center additional badge 1/2 inch above the first badge
NOTE: No more than two badges in this position
Center duty or miscellaneous badge on lower portion of left pocket between left
and right edges and bottom of flap and pocket, and/or on right pocket between left
and right edges and bottom of flap and pocket
Missile badge is only worn centered on left pocket
The second badge will be worn on the wearer’s right in the same relative position
as the badge worn on the wearer’s left, between the left and right edges and
bottom flap and pocket. If authorized, center a third badge 1/2 inch above the
name tag
Excellence-In-Competition badge is worn centered on top edge of left pocket flap
Enlisted personnel center 3 1/2 inch sleeve chevrons halfway between shoulder
seam and elbow bent at 90-degree angle
Senior NCOs do not wear shoulder mark insignia
Necktie is mandatory. Tie tack or tie clasp (Air Force symbol, grade insignia or
wing and star) is optional. If worn, center between bottom edge of knot and
bottom tip of tie. Tip of tie must cover a portion of the belt buckle but cannot
extend below the bottom of belt buckle
Individuals, at their discretion, may sew down pockets but no local policy will be established to make it mandatory
The total number of badges worn will not exceed four. The commander's insignia does not count as one of the four
badges.
Chaplain, aeronautical, space, cyberspace and missile operations badges are mandatory, others are optional.
The Men’s Service Cap (Wheel Cap) is mandatory for Majors and above to maintain and optional for all others for
wear.
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ENLISTED SHORT SLEEVE WITH TIE
Center name tag on (but not over) edge of right pocket
Optional Epoxy blue name tag may be worn
Ribbons are optional. If worn, all ribbons and devices must be worn
Center ribbons resting on (but not over) edge of pocket between the left and right edges
Members are highly encouraged to wear their current occupational badge
Wear only midsize or regular occupational badges, do not mix sizes
Center Chaplain, Aeronautical, Space and occupational badges 1/2 inch above
ribbons (if worn) or above the wearer's left pocket
Center additional badge 1/2 inch above the first badge
NOTE: No more than two badges in this position
Center duty or miscellaneous badge on lower portion of left pocket between left
and right edges and bottom of flap and pocket, and/or on right pocket between left
and right edges and bottom of flap and pocket
Missile badge is only worn centered on left pocket
The second badge will be worn on the wearer’s right in the same relative position
as the badge worn on the wearer’s left, between the left and right edges and
bottom flap and pocket. If authorized, center a third badge 1/2 inch above the
name tag
Excellence-In-Competition badge is worn centered on top edge of left pocket flap
Enlisted personnel center 3 1/2 inch sleeve chevrons halfway between shoulder
seam and elbow bent at 90-degree angle
Senior NCOs do not wear shoulder mark insignia
Necktie is optional. Tie tack or tie clasp (Air Force symbol, grade insignia or wing
and star) is optional. If worn, center between bottom edge of knot and bottom tip
of tie. Tip of tie must cover a portion of the belt buckle but cannot extend below
the bottom of belt buckle
Individuals, at their discretion, may sew down pockets but no local policy will be
established to make it mandatory
The total number of badges worn will not exceed four. The commander's insignia does not count as one of the four
badges.
Chaplain, aeronautical, space, cyberspace and missile operations badges are mandatory, others are optional.
The Men’s Service Cap (Wheel Cap) is mandatory for Majors and above to maintain and optional for all others for
wear.
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ENLISTED SHORT SLEEVE WITHOUT TIE
Center name tag on (but not over) edge of right pocket
Optional Epoxy blue name tag may be worn
Ribbons are optional. If worn, all ribbons and devices must be worn
Center ribbons resting on (but not over) edge of pocket between the left and right edges
Members are highly encouraged to wear their current occupational badge
Wear only midsize or regular occupational badges, do not mix sizes
Center Chaplain, Aeronautical, Space and occupational badges 1/2 inch
above ribbons (if worn) or above the wearer's left pocket
Center additional badge 1/2 inch above the first badge
NOTE: No more than two badges in this position
Center duty or miscellaneous badge on lower portion of left pocket
between left and right edges and bottom of flap and pocket, and/or on
right pocket between left and right edges and bottom of flap and pocket
Missile badge is only worn centered on left pocket
The second badge will be worn on the wearer’s right in the same relative
position as the badge worn on the wearer’s left, between the left and right
edges and bottom flap and pocket. If authorized, center a third badge 1/2
inch above the name tag
Excellence-In-Competition badge is worn centered on top edge of left
pocket flap
Enlisted personnel center 3 1/2 inch sleeve chevrons halfway between
shoulder seam and elbow bent at 90-degree angle
Senior NCOs do not wear shoulder mark insignia
Individuals, at their discretion, may sew down pockets but no local policy
will be established to make it mandatory
The total number of badges worn will not exceed four. The commander's insignia does not count as one
of the four badges.
Chaplain, aeronautical, space, cyberspace and missile operations badges are mandatory, others are
optional.
The Men’s Service Cap (Wheel Cap) is mandatory for Majors and above to maintain and optional for all
others for wear.
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